Reliability of Submentovertex Projection in Assigning a Reference Cranial Midline for the Assessment of Condylar Asymmetry- A cross-sectional study
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Abstract
Introduction: The aim of the study was to compare the validity and reliability of two different methods for localization of the cranial midline through a cephalometric analysis of mandibular condylar asymmetry in a representative adult population. The hypothesis that the most reliable landmark for identifying transverse craniofacial asymmetry on SMV is spinous foramina was tested.

Materials and Method: This cross-sectional study was performed by analyzing the SMV radiograms of 70 patients. Two different cephalometric analyses were chosen to trace the basicranium midline. The first considers the craniostat ear rods as initial landmarks and the second analysis uses the spinous foramina (SF) as main landmarks to identify the axis of symmetry. Quantification of the condylar asymmetry was performed using eight parameters and their symmetrical ratio (Symmetry ratio (SR) = Left parameter/Right parameter).

Results: Statistical analysis of the results showed substantial equivalence and reliability of both tracing methods used. This reliability results from the fact that the left/right discrepancy for midline MP & MSP is not statistically significant. The extent of asymmetry falls within physiologic limit [2-3mm for left/right discrepancy from midsagittal plane is normal limit].

Conclusion: Submentovertex radiograms can provide assistance in diagnosing condylar asymmetries and planning the most appropriate treatment. The results of this study failed to validate our hypothesis indicating that the midline traced with spinous foramina as landmark approximates the ideal midsagittal more closely. However another study with bigger sample size should be conducted before refuting or accepting this hypothesis.
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Introduction
Asymmetry of craniofacial structures is a normal biometric finding in population, although this asymmetry is often unnoticeable. These little inconsistencies are considered as esthetically pleasing and add normalcy to the appearance. Asymmetry of the craniofacial complex is thought to be greater in childhood and adolescence because of relative growth imbalances between the left and right sides. Mandibular asymmetry may fluctuate in magnitude and side prevalence with increasing age. Facial asymmetry in children and adolescents might be related to gender. In adults no such association between gender and craniofacial asymmetry has been reported till date. Temporomandibular joint (TMJ) pathology, such as degenerative joint disease, has been identified to have significant contribution in growth disturbances, including mandibular deficiency and open bite. Occlusal instability, asymmetry of vertical facial dimension, and deviation of chin to the affected side are other clinical signs associated with TMJ pathology.

Internal derangement (ID), i.e., disc displacement of the TMJ, is a common intra-articular disorder occurring as a result of abnormal relationship of the articular disc relative to the mandibular condyle, fossa, and articular eminence. It has been stated that 80% of patients with temporomandibular joint disorders (TMD) have a form of internal derangement. 94% of the pediatric TMD population has been found to have internal derangement. In asymptomatic juvenile orthodontic patients who were subjected to MRI, disc displacement has been discovered in 5% to 11.8% of patients.

Several authors have suggested that both TMJ internal derangement and degenerative joint disease could result in mild to moderate facial asymmetry because of mandibular growth deficit in a growing child or adolescent. This asymmetry has to be quantified during treatment planning of TMDs, orthodontic or surgical correction of asymmetry and for follow up. Magnetic resonance imaging is the gold standard for diagnosing abnormalities of TMJ, but it is costly and technically complex procedure that cannot be used for regular screening of condylar and craniofacial asymmetry in a normal dental set up. Submentovertex (SMV) radiograms can overcome these limitations posed by the MRI as it provides good visualization of the skull base, mandible and condyles; it is relatively inexpensive, easily available and easier to perform in a regular clinical setup.

For assessment of asymmetry, determination of a reference midline of the cranium is of vital importance however no such universally accepted reference midline exists. Over the past several years many studies were done to evaluate the asymmetry using various reference midlines, however not many studies exists that have assessed the suitability of ear rods and spinous foramina.
Condyle(left condyion medialis), (v) RCOL- lateral terminal point of right condyle(right condyion lateralis), (vi) LCOL- lateral terminal point of left condyle(left condyion lateralis), (vii) R condyle-TSA angle- angle formed by line joining RCOM to RCOL with TPA in degree, (viii) L condyle-TSA angle - angle formed by line joining LCOM to LCOL with TPA in degree.

Tracing 2- (i) MSP- mid sagittal plane formed by perpendicular bisector of the line mid point of left and right foramen spinosum, (ii) RFS- mid point of right foramen spinosum, (iii) LFS- mid point of left foramen spinosum, (iv) TSA- trans-spinosal axis i.e. line joining RFS and LFS, (v) R condyle-TSA angle- angle formed by line joining RCOM to RCOL with TSA in degree, (vi) L condyle-TSA angle- angle formed by line joining LCOM to LCOL with TSA in degree.

Assessment of the condylar asymmetry was performed using eight parameters:

1. Left Condylar Width: distance between LCOM and LCOL
2. Right Condylar Width: distance between RCOM and RCOL
3. Left Condylar Angle: L condyle-TSA angle for tracing 1 & L condyle-TSA angle for tracing 2
4. Right Condylar Angle: R condyle-TSA angle for tracing 1 & R condyle-TSA angle for tracing 2
5. Left Intracondylar Hemidistance: distance between LCOM and MP for tracing 1(LCOM-MP) and LCOM and MSP for tracing 2 (LCOM-MSP).
6. Right Intracondylar Hemidistance: distance between RCOM and MP for tracing 1 (RCOM-MP) and RCOM and MSP for tracing 2 (RCOM-MSP).
7. Left Extracondylar Hemidistance: distance between LCOL and MP for tracing 1 (LCOL-MP) and LCOL and MSP for tracing 2 (LCOL-MSP).
8. Right Extracondylar Hemidistance: distance between RCOL and MP for tracing 1 (RCOL-MP) and RCOL and MSP for tracing 2 (RCOL-MSP).

Symmetrical ratio (SR) was taken as ratio of left to right parameter (SR =Left parameter/Right parameter). For absolute symmetry SR is equal to 1.
All statistical analyses were performed with the SPSS software (11.5 version) using the Student’s t-test for independent samples.

**Result**

- Mean values of the left and right parameters and their symmetrical ratios for Tracing 1 & 2 are summarized in Table 1 & 2 respectively. The mean condylar width found in this study is in accordance with the stated physiological range determined by various studies. The SR calculated for condylar angulation showed no significant variation for TPA and TSA (t-test; P = NS; C.I. 95%).
- The comparison of the SRs of the intracondylar and extracondylar hemidistance for the same tracing (for Tracing 1 using MP: t-test; P = 0.053 NS; C.I. 95%; for Tracing 2 using MSP: t-test; P = 0.14 NS; C.I. 95%) did not show any statistically significant variation, similar was the case for evaluation of SRs from the two different tracings i.e. tracing 1 & 2 for same parameter (intracondylar hemidistance SR for MP versus MSP: t-test; P = 0.93; C.I. 95%; extracondylar hemidistance SR for MP versus MSP: t-test; P = 0.66; C.I. 95%).

Statistical analysis of the results shows suitability and reliability of both tracing methods used are reasonably equivalent. This supposition results from the fact that there is no significant left/right discrepancy for midline MP & MSP. The extent of asymmetry detected is in range of physiologic limit [2-3mm for left/right discrepancy is normal]. Mean SR for intra condylar and extracondylar hemidistance for both tracing 1 & 2 is equal, but symmetrical ratio is less than 1 for both hemidestances. Subjects included in this study were all Angle’s class I patients with no clinical evidence of any TMD or history of orthodontic correction, i.e. they represent the most symmetrical subjects in the population. So the degree of asymmetry observed in this study represents the degree of physiological asymmetry.

| Table 1: Shows the mean of left and right parameters and symmetrical ratios for tracing 1, using MP as midsagittal axis |
|-------|---------|---------|-----------------|---------|
| Tracing 1 | Mean | St Dev | left/right (symmetrical ratio SR) |
| Left condylar width | 16.90 | 2.48 | 1.05 |
| Right condylar width | 15.97 | 2.04 | |
| L condyle-TPA angle | 33.83 | 7.76 | 1.07 |
| R condyle-TPA angle | 32.73 | 8.64 | |
| LCOM-MP | 38.47 | 2.66 | 0.96 |
| RCOM-MP | 40.1 | 2.41 | |
| LCOL-MP | 53.03 | 2.47 | 0.99 |
| RCOL-MP | 53.53 | 3.04 | |

| Table 2: Shows mean of left and right parameters and symmetrical ratios for tracing 2, using MSP as midsagittal axis |
|-------|---------|---------|-----------------|---------|
| Tracing 2 | Mean | St Dev | Left/right (symmetrical ratio SR) |
| Left condylar width | 16.90 | 2.48 | 1.05 |
| Right condylar width | 15.97 | 2.04 | |
| L condyle-TSA | 34.83 | 7.94 | 1.22 |
| R condyle-TSA | 32.13 | 9.8 | |
| LCOM-MSP | 38.4 | 2.8 | 0.96 |
| RCOM- MSP | 40.13 | 2.45 | |
| LCOL-MSP | 52.73 | 2.49 | 0.99 |
| RCOL-MSP | 53.6 | 3.38 | |

| intracondylar hemidistance (SR) | 0.96(0.07) | 0.96(0.08) |
| extracondylar hemidistance(SR) | 0.99(0.05) | 0.99(0.06) |
Discussion

As reported by Haraguchi et al., asymmetry is a normal feature of a normal face and is determined by the discrepancy in size of left and right hemifaces. However in patients with significant asymmetry or asymmetry associated with pathological conditions it becomes imperative to record and assess this asymmetry for the purpose of diagnosis, treatment planning and follow-up following correction.

SMV provides good image of the base of the cranium and associated anatomic structures and is thus more helpful than other cephalometric views in determining a reference mid sagittal plane. Usefulness of this technique is limited by its two dimensional nature, its propensity for image distortion and difficulty in patient positioning. Quality and accuracy of this technique depends on multitude of variables and controlling all of them is difficult making the skill of the operator indispensable.

Although 3D radiographic techniques are standard and more popular for assessing TMDs and asymmetry of craniofacial structures, SMV remains a good choice in clinical practice for diagnosing uncomplicated asymmetries.

Williamson et al and Trpkova et al. in their, study underlined the necessity to test the suitability of reference midline used for the evaluation of asymmetry as it has profound effect on magnitude of asymmetry, the values obtained changed significantly depending on the midline taken under consideration.

Our study consisted of 70 subjects, 39 males & 31 females. This was taking into consideration that no association between asymmetry and gender among adult population has been reported in the literature till date.

Results of this study revealed considerable similarity between both tracing methods and found them to be equally reliable in estimation of condylar asymmetry. The incongruity of left and right side for midline MP & MSP is not significant, also though not significant the subjects in this study showed slight dominance of right side, which is also, reflected in the mean symmetrical ratio of less than 1 for both intra & extracondylar hemidistances, this finding is in accordance with the findings of Haraguchi et al. Thought the mean hemidistances for right side is slightly more, the mean horizontal angulation is more for the left condyle. The condylar width for both right and left condyle on an average is almost same. The range of asymmetry found in this study is in the range of physiologic limit. Mean SR for intra condylar and extracondylar hemidistance for both tracing 1 & 2 is equal, but symmetrical ratio is less than 1 for both hemidistances.

Subjects included in this study were all Angle’s class I patients with no clinical evidence of any TMD, i.e. they represent the most symmetrical subjects in the population. So the degree of asymmetry observed in this study represents the degree of physiological asymmetry.

SR calculated for MSP does not agree with data obtained by Marmary et al. in their study on dry skull and study by Maglione M et al using SMV radiogram. Our study results failed to confirm higher reliability of foramen spinosum as a landmark for tracing co-ordinate system for condylar asymmetry.

The hypothesis that the spinous foramia represent the most reliable starting points for identifying transverse craniofacial asymmetry and tracing its coordinate system is based on the fact that spinous foramia is located in the central part of cranial base that reaches adult dimensions in an early age and preserves its morphology throughout life. Specifically, Sejersen et al. found that the central area of the external cranial base reaches its maximum dimension at the age of 4-5 years’ this is demarcated by the magnus foramia, by the stylomastoid foramina and spinous foramina. As a result this area grows expeditiously until 4-5 years of age and decreases steadily and ultimately stops after this age. This is the
stated argument behind the suggestion that neurovascular foramina can serve as a landmark for assessment of maxillomandibular complex. However the subjects included in this study were adults with no history of any orthodontic intervention or TMD and as such reliability of both foramen spinosum and external acoustic meatus was found to be substantially similar in this study.(15) Contradiction of our results with the study done by Maglione M et al, and recommendations of Arnold TG et al. regarding reliability of foramen spinosum for assessment of asymmetry, may be attributed to multiple variables involved in standardization of technique, differences in sample size and patient selection criteria. Limitations of this study include small sample size, lack of comparison with growing individuals and lack of comparison with 3d imaging modalities.

Conclusion
Submentovertex radiograms are a reliable instrument in the assessment of condylar and craniofacial asymmetry. A careful analysis of SMV can be used with reasonable confidence for assessment and measurement of physiologic as well as pathological condylar asymmetry associated with TMDs. This study found that the both craniostat ear rods as well foramen spinosum are suitable markers for tracing the reference cranial midline for assessment of condylar asymmetry with neither being more reliable or suitable then the other in the adult population. The results of this study did not provide any evidence to support the hypothesis that the midline traced with spinosum foramina as landmark approximates the ideal midsagittal more closely. However another study with bigger sample size should be conducted before refuting or accepting this hypothesis.
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